This paper shows that every extended-real-valued lower semi-continuous proper (respectively Lipschitzian) convex function defined on an Asplund space can be represented as the point-wise limit (respectively uniform limit on every bounded set) of a sequence of Lipschitzian convex functions which are locally affine (hence, C ∞ ) at all points of a dense open subset; and shows an analogous for w * -lower semi-continuous proper (respectively Lipschitzian) convex functions defined on dual spaces whose pre-duals have the Radon-Nikodym property.  2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction
Many articles have shown that approximation methods using various kinds of smoothness of Banach spaces to establish smooth space theory are very useful (see, for instance, [1, 2, [5] [6] [7] [13] [14] [15] 17, [19] [20] [21] [23] [24] [25] [26] ). The authors in these papers mainly applied norms or bump functions (i.e. functions defined on the whole spaces with non-empty bounded sup-ports) with some kinds of smoothness to construct suitable procedures in approximation for obtaining desired results. People also often consider approximation of convex functions and its applications, such as "approximating a lower semi-continuous proper convex function by its inf-convolution sequence," "approximating to a norm by a smooth norm sequence" and "approximating to a continuous convex function by smooth convex functions," etc. (see, for instance, [13, 25, 27] ).
It is well known that a Banach space is an Asplund space (i.e. every continuous convex function on the space is Fréchet differentiable at every point of a dense G δ -subset of the space) if and only if its dual has the RNP. Our previous papers [10, 11] generated this result to non-Asplund spaces: an extended-real-valued lower semi-continuous convex function f defined on a Banach space X satisfies that the effective domain dom f * of its conjugate f * has the RNP if and only if every continuous convex function g with g f is Fréchet differentiable at all points of a dense G δ -subset of the space. This paper further shows that for an extended-real-valued lower semi-continuous proper convex function f defined on a Banach space X satisfying that the domain of its conjugate f * has the RNP, if g f is a lower semi-continuous proper convex function, then there exists a sequence {g n } of Lipschitzian convex functions satisfying each of which is locally affine (hence, C ∞ ) at all points of a dense open set of the space X converges to g at all points of X. If, in addition, g is b-Lipschitzian, then we can also claim the sequence {g n } uniformly converges to g on each bounded subset of X. In particular, if X is an Asplund space, then every Lipschitzian convex function can be represented as the uniform limit of a sequence {g n } of Lipschitzian convex functions satisfying each of which is locally affine at all points of a dense open set of the space X. These results give the following question concerning smooth norm approximation arisen by Deville et al. [12] : "Should every equivalent norm on a Banach space admitting an equivalent Fréchet differentiable norm (i.e. a norm which is everywhere Fréchet differentiable off the origin) be approximated by a Fréchet differentiable norm sequence?" an almost affirmative answer. It is well known that a Banach space admitting an equivalent Fréchet differentiable norm is an Asplund space. But Haydon's counterexample [18] shows that there exist Asplund spaces that do not admit equivalent Gateaux differentiable norm.
Through this paper, the letter X will always be a Banach space and X * its dual. We denote by B and B * the closed unit balls of X and X * , respectively. For a set A ⊂ X,Ā and A w * stand for the norm and the w * -closures of A, respectively; if X is not a dual space, then A w * is understood the w * -closures of the canonical embedding of A in the bi-dual X * * . f : X → R ∪ {+∞} will denote an extended-real-valued lower semi-continuous proper convex function (an extended-real-valued function is said to be proper if it is somewhere finitely valued; for a convex function f , it is equivalent to saying that it is nowhere −∞-valued and with its effective domain dom f ≡ {x ∈ X: f (x) < ∞} = ∅). We denote the epigraph of the function f by epi f ≡ {(x, r) ∈ X × R: r f (x)}. The conjugate f * of f on X * is defined by
(see, for example, [4] ), and the subdifferential mapping ∂f of f by
Approximation of sublinear functions
To begin with, we will show the following theorem. 
If, in addition, C * is bounded, then
, where B * n denote the closed balls centered at the origin of X * with radii n for all positive integers n. Since C * is non-empty, C * ∩ B * n are not empty for all sufficiently large positive integers n. Without loss of generality we assume C * n are not empty for all n and with diam C * 1 = 1. Then we can observe easily that q n (x) → p(x) for every x ∈ X, since C * n ⊂ B * n are non-empty bounded w * -closed and convex, q n are continuous sublinear functions on X. Let ℵ 1 = {y * 1,ι } be a net in C * 1 such that y * 1,ξ − y * 1,ζ 2 −2 whenever ξ = ζ and such that for every y * ∈ C * 1 there is x * ∈ ℵ 1 satisfying y * − x * < 2 −1 . Next, we extend {y * 1,ι } to be a net of C * 2 , denoted by ℵ 2 = {y * 2,ι }, with y * 2,ξ − y * 2,ζ 2 −3 whenever ξ = ζ and such that for every y * ∈ C * 2 there is x * ∈ ℵ 2 satisfying y * − x * < 2 −2 . Inductively, we obtain a sequence of nets {ℵ n } satisfying
Let us denote by D * n and E * n the w * -closed convex hull and the w * -closure of ℵ n , respectively, and put p n = σ D * n . We want to show that the sequence {p n } has the desired properties.
(i) is trivial since D * n ⊂ D * n+1 ⊂ C * for every positive integer n. Note q n = σ C * n and D * n ⊂ C * n . Clearly, p n are continuous sublinear and with p n q n on X, since D * n are non-empty bounded subsets. w * -compactness of C * n explains that for every x ∈ X there is x * ∈ C * n such that q n (x) = x * , x . By (c) we have just proven, there exists y * ∈ ℵ n such that y * − x * < 2 −n . Therefore,
Since q n (x) → p(x), we have for every x ∈ X, p n (x) → p(x). This says (iii) holds. Now, it remains to show (ii). For any fixed n 1, by noting that D * n is non-empty w * -closed convex and with the RNP, we observe D * n is the w * -closed convex hull of its w * -strongly exposed points. By [12] , all w * -strongly exposed points of D * n are contained in E * n , since E * n is w * -closed and since D * n is the w * -closed convex hull of E * n . Now, we claim that all w * -strongly exposed points of D * n are in ℵ n . Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists a w * -strongly exposed point of D * n , say x * , is not in ℵ n . Then there is a net {x * ι } ⊂ ℵ n such that x * ι w * −→ x * . By definition, there exists x ∈ X such that the w * -slices {S α } α>0 form a locally normtopological base of D * n at x * , where
Note every slice S α contains at least two different point of ℵ n , say y * n,ξ , y * n,ζ . Hence diam S α y * n,ξ − y * n,ζ 2 −n−1 and this is a contradiction. Finally, we claim that the set at each point of which p n is locally affine is a dense open subset of X. By [9, Theorem 3.1], p n is Fréchet differentiable at every points of a dense G δ -subset F of X since C * = ∂p(0) (the subdifferential set of p at 0) has the RNP and since p n p. p n is Fréchet differentiable at x and with the derivative x * if and only if x * is a w * -strongly exposed point of D * n and w * -strongly exposed by x. It suffices to show that for each w * -strongly exposed point (x  *  , ) ) denotes the open ball centered at x (respectively x * ) with radius δ (respectively ). Thus, for all sufficiently large m 1 we have x m ∈ B(x, δ), which implies that x * m ∈ B * (x * , ). Combining with the fact we have just proven, we have 2 −n−1 x * m − x * < = 2 −n−2 . This contradiction completes the proof of (ii). (iv) is immediately followed by noting that C * is bounded if and only if p is continuous and noting the remark below. 2 Remark 2.2. If we assume that p is continuous in Theorem 3.1, then by inequality (3) we observe that the functions p n converge to p uniformly on every bounded subset of X.
A dual version of Theorem 3.1 is the following theorem. 
If, in addition, C is bounded, then
(iv) p n → p uniformly on each bounded subset of X * .
Proof. The proof of the theorem is an analogue of the proof of Theorem 2.1.We give only a sketch here.
Let B n be the closed unit ball of X centered at the origin with radius n, and let C n = C ∩ B n for all positive integers n. Clearly C n are not empty for all sufficiently large n 1. Without loss of generality we assume that C n = ∅ for all n 1 and with diam C 1 = 1. We can construct a sequence {ℵ n } of nets satisfying (a) for all n 1, ℵ n ⊂ ℵ n+1 ⊂ C; (b) for all n 1, ℵ n ⊂ C n ; (c) for every n 1, and x, y ∈ ℵ n with x = y we have x − y 2 −n−1 ; and (d) for every y ∈ C n there is x ∈ ℵ n such that x − y < 2 −n .
For every n 1, let q n = σ C n . Then q n are w * -lower semi-continuous and normcontinuous sublinear functions. Thus, they are Lipschitzian on X * . Clearly, q n (x) → p(x) for all x ∈ X, and q n → p uniformly on every bounded subset of X * if C is bounded.
Next, let D n and E n be the closed convex hull and the norm closure of ℵ n , respectively. Then by [3] and [9] , D n is the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points and all strongly exposed points of D n are contained in E n , since D n also has the RNP. Put p n = σ D n . Then 0 q n (x * ) − p n (x * ) 2 −n x * for all x * ∈ X * and all n 1. (i), (ii) and (iv) can be easily followed. It remains to prove (iii).
By [12, Corollary 3.8] , every p n is Fréchet differentiable at all points of a dense G δ -subset of X * . Note ∂p n (0) = D * n , the w * -closure of D n . Suppose x * ∈ X * where p n is Fréchet differentiable with the derivative x * * ∈ X * * . We obtain that x * * is a w * -strongly exposed point of D * n and is w * -strongly exposed by x * . Thus, x ≡ x * * ∈ D n , and further we observe x ∈ E n . This says that all w * -strongly exposed point of D * n are contained in E n . Applying definition of w * -strongly exposed points we further obtain all w * -strongly exposed point of D * n are contained in ℵ n (since the points of ℵ n are discrete, there is no w * -strongly exposed point which can be a w * -accumulation of ℵ n ).
Fix any w * -strongly exposed point x of D * n . Let G = {x * ∈ X * : d F p n (x * ) = x}. It is no difficulty to show that G is an open set in X * , and which completes our proof. The following theorem is well known (see, for example, [3, 16, 21, 22] ).
Theorem 3.2. (i) A Banach space X is an Asplund space if and only if its dual has the RNP.
(ii) A dual space X is an Asplund space if and only if its pre-dual has the RNP.
The results below are presented in [8] .
Lemma 3.3 [8] . Suppose f and f n (n = 1, 2, . . .) are Lipschitzian convex functions on a Banach space X with f (0) < 0 and with f n f for all positive integers n, and suppose that p and p n are the Minkowski functionals on X × R generated by the corresponding epigraphs epi f and epi f n for all n. If p n → p uniformly on the closed unit ball B ⊂ X × R, then f n → f uniformly on every bounded subset of X.
Lemma 3.4 [8] . Suppose that f and g are continuous convex functions on X with f g. If f is Lipschitzian on every bounded subset, then g is also Lipschitzian on every bounded subset.
Lemma 3.5 [8] . Suppose that f and g are continuous convex functions on X with f g.
Then L(f ) L(g), where L(h) denotes the Lipschitz norm of h.
Now we can state and prove the main results of this section. Proof. We only prove (i). Suppose that f is an extended-real-valued lower semicontinuous proper convex function on an Asplund space X. Let {g n } be the inf-convolution sequence of f , that is, g n (x) = inf{f (y) + n x − y : y ∈ X} for all x in X. Then for all sufficiently large n 1, g n are Lipschitzian on X and g n (x) → f (x), ∀x ∈ X; and if, in addition, f is b-Lipschitzian on X, g n → f uniformly on every bounded subset of X. We can assume that g n are Lipschitzian for all n 1. For each fixed m 1, let h = g m . Through diagonal process, it suffices to show that there exists a sequence {h n } of convex functions such that 1. h n h n+1 h for all positive integers n; 2. every h n is locally affine at all points of a dense open subset of X; 3. h n → h uniformly on each bounded subset of X.
Without loss of generality we assume that h(0) = −1. Let p be the (continuous) Minkowski functional on X × R, which is generated by epi h, the epigraph of h. Note that X is an Asplund space implies X * has the RNP (therefore X * × R also has the RNP). Since p is continuous, C * ≡ ∂p(0) ⊂ X * × R is bounded, w * -closed and convex. By Theorem 2.1, there exists a sequence {p n } of continuous Minkowski functionals on X × R such that (I) for all positive integers n, p n p n+1 p; (II) for every positive integer n, p n is locally affine at all points of a dense open subset of X × R; (III) p n → p uniformly on each bounded subset of X × R.
For every positive integer n, let
We can observe that for every positive integer n, C n is closed convex and with 0 ∈ int(epi h) and epi h ⊂ C n+1 ⊂ C n .
We define h n on X by
It is easy to check that for every sufficiently large n, h n is a real-valued lower semicontinuous convex function and is with h n h n+1 h. In fact, lower semi-continuity and convexity of h n with h n h n+1 h are obvious, since C n are non-empty closed convex and since (5) . To show h n is nowhere −∞-valued. Noting h(0) = −1, we have p(0, −1) = 1. Thus p n (0, −1) 1/2 for every sufficiently large n. Suppose there exist such n and x ∈ X satisfying h n (x) = −∞. By definition, p n (x, r) 1 for all r ∈ R, and further, p n (x/|r|, −1) 1/|r| for all r < 0. Let r → −∞ we have (1/2 ) p n (0, −1) → 0, and which is a contradiction. We can also observe that C n = epi h n , ∀n 1. Let P : X × R → X be the projection defined by P (x, r) = x. Then it is an open mapping. Of course, P is a relatively open mapping from graph(h n ) → X if we restrict P to the graph of h n , graph(h n ) ≡ {(x, h n (x)): x ∈ X}. By (II), p n is locally affine at all points of a dense open subset of X × R. Therefore, this and positive homogeneity of p n imply points in graph(h n ) where p n is locally affine form a dense open subset G of graph(h n ). Clearly, P (G) is a dense open set of X where f n is locally affine. Hence, our proof is complete. 2 Remark 3.7. We can obtain the same conclusion as Theorem 3.6 by substituting "the effective domain dom f * of the conjugate of the convex function f " and "the effective domain of the pre-conjugate of f " have the RNP for "X * " and "X" have the RNP in Theorem 3.6(i) and (ii), respectively.
